
 

 

 

Dr. Tashi Rabgey

The change we seek requires a  

new political and moral imagination --

one that trusts in humanity’s potential 

to embrace a politics of love 

over a politics of fear. 



 

November 11-13th, 2022
Eaton House
Washington DC



We acknowledge with respect the Piscataway people on whose traditional territory
we are convening the 16th Machik Weekend. The relationship of the Piscataway
people with the land area of Washington DC and the Chesapeake Bay region
continues today. We recognize the history of the Piscataway people and honor
their presence in our everyday lives and at Machik Weekend on this territory today.  

 

Piscataway NATION Land Acknowledgement
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Dear Machik Weekender, 

Welcome to the 16th annual Machik Weekend!

Whether you are here for the first time or seasoned veteran, we
thank you for joining us. Over the next three days, we look forward
to connecting and reflecting with you on what global civic
engagement can look like in our rapidly changing world.

Our foundational commitment to education, community service and
social innovation in Tibet began twenty-four years ago when we
began the work of building a Tibetan-language primary school in a
remote mountain community in Tibet. 

Through the years, Machik Weekend has grown into a dynamic
public conversation about what it would take to build alternative
futures for Tibet and elsewhere in the world. 

We look forward to that conversation continuing now as we build
new bridges between Tibetans inside and outside of Tibet, and to
the global public around the world.

For every one of you who has traveled from far and near - mentors,
volunteers, panelists, workshop leaders, performers and every
other manner of participant - we wish you an excellent weekend
and look forward to connecting with you in the days ahead. 

The Machik Team



O White Crane!
Lend me your wings --
I will not fly far
Only to Lithang--and then I will return. 

Tsangyang Gyatso
The 6th Dalai Lama



Machik Weekend CAMPUS 
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PROGRAM AT-A -GLANCE 
_________________________________________________________________________

FRIDAY, NOV 11 | Invocation
Eaton Workshop 1F Lounge
_____________________________________________________________

6-9pm                 Welcome Dinner 
                            Chungba School 20th Anniversary
                            Film Screening | Yarkyi Thramo
                            Invocation Roundtable

____________________________________________________________
SATURDAY, NOV 12 | Forum
Eaton Workshop 4F Hall
_____________________________________________________________

10am-4.30pm     Keynote Session / Small Group Discussions
                            Spotlight Speakers
                            Featured Panel 
                            Concurrent Sessions
                            Open Plenary 

MACHIK SPIRIT NIGHT 
6.30-9pm            Musical Artists / Poetry / Performances
                  

_____________________________________________________________
SUNDAY, NOV 13 | PRACTICUM
Eaton Workshop 4F Hall
_____________________________________________________________

10-4.30pm         New Media Ecologies: Khawai Langtso
                           Urban Archaeology in Norbulingka
                           Practicum: Planet Word 
                           Reflection Roundtable: Power of the Word
                           Open Forum
                           Closing + Dedication



Friday DAY 1 
6-10pm EST  November 11, 2022
________________________________________________
5pm 
          
6pm            

7.30pm      

8-9pm        

9-10pm   

Doors Open & Registration

Welcome Dinner 
MW16 MC Tenzin Khaying & Tenzin Dawa Samphel
Chungba School 20th Anniversary
Rebecca Martin, Pencho Rabgey, Tsering Rabgey

Dr. Chetan Bettagowda Award

Film Screening: Yarkyi Thramo  (26min)
Discussion with filmmaker and cinematographer

Invocation Roundtable + Open Forum
Unyong Waide, Tenzin Noryang, Dr. Julia Hutter, Alex Foote
Moderator Martha Miller 

DJ Gyaltsen

Education is the passport to the future,
for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.

Malcolm X



Twenty years ago, we opened the doors to the first functioning school in
Chungba, a rural mountain township in eastern Tibet. In an area where rural
education was expected to fail, the Chungba School became the top-performing
school in Lithang county in its very first year. Within a few years, the school won
awards as an outstanding model of Tibetan language-based bilingual education
across the region of Ganzi prefecture--an area of a million Tibetans.  

Today, we celebrate the pipeline for education we were able to create -- from
primary school to college graduation and beyond -- for all Chungba students. Our
students have gone on to become doctors, lawyers, entrepreneurs,
administrators and above all, teachers to the next generation of students across
eastern Tibet. 

Thank you for taking a leap of faith with us and supporting our effort to
dismantle stereotypes and change the expectations for the future of the
people of Tibet. 

The Chungba School:



Saturday Day 2
Forum | 10am-10pm EST  November 12, 2022
____________________________________________________________
10am          Opening Session 
                   Land Acknowledgement & Khata to Piscataway Nation
                   Frontline Workers Appreciation, Remarks by Tashi Yangzom RN
10.30am     Keynote Speaker: Social Entreprise / Social Change
                   Samtso Kyi, Shangri-La Gyalthang Culture Academy
11am          Keynote Roundtable: Local Economies and the Changing World
                   of Social Entrepreneurship
                   Kazi Mannan, Founder, Sakina Halal Grill, Washington DC
                   Andy Shallal, Founder, Busboys & Poets, Washington DC
                   Ngawang Lobsang, Tibetan Village Store, Toronto
                   Samtso Kyi, Gyalthang, Tibet
                   Moderator: Tenzin Nordon
                   Discussants: Kalden Namgyal & Tenzin Choden                     
11.30am     Discussion Groups 
12.30-1.30pm  Vegetarian Lunch                               
1.30-2pm    Spotlight Speakers: Lifepaths  
                   Dorjee Dolma / Sonam Dajie / Kadija Kantu / Kalsang Dolma 
                   Moderator: Shaokyi Amdo
2-3pm         Featured Panel | Tibetan Masculinities: Rethinking Gender
                   Gelek Badheytsang / Sang Mota / Tashi Chogyal
                   Moderator: Dr Losang Rabgey
3-4pm         Concurrent Sessions: Creativity / Parenting in Diaspora / Food      
                   Sovereignty / Tibetan Healing in a Changing World
4-4.30pm    Open Plenary
                   Break
6.30-10pm  Machik Spirit Night
                   Tibetan Community Dinner
                   Dance / music / poetry / DJ

   



KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Samtso Kyi is a Tibetan social development leader who has
dedicated her life to organizing local communities across
eastern Tibet. In her years of strengthening Tibetan
communities, Samtso Kyi has gained vital experience in the
challenges of rural, nomadic and marginalized urban areas. 

Originally from Labrang, Samtso Kyi was born into a semi-
nomadic family. With her deep connection to her home region
and nomadic culture, Samtso Kyi knows first-hand the harsh
life of nomadic women and the barriers to access to quality
healthcare, education and economic opportunities. Through
her far-reaching community work, Samtso Kyi has become an
ardent advocate of women's rights and empowerment. Her
work for Tibetan women extends from health education to
social entrepreneurship.

Now based in the dynamic Tibetan town of Gyalthang, Samtso
Kyi is the founder of the Shangri-la Gyalthang
Culture Conservation & Heritage Academy, a nonprofit
organization in the Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture of Dechen.
Her current work focuses on women's entrepreneurship and
the development of the Tibetan women's beekeeping industry. 

SAMTSO KYI
Community organizer & 
social development leader in Tibet

Andy Shallal is an artist, social entrepreneur & founder/CEO of
award-winning Busboys & Poets, a restaurant group in the
Washington DC area that has become a home for progressives,
artists, creatives and intellectuals, including Harry Belafonte, Danny
Glover, Alice Walker, Angela Davis and the late Howard Zinn. Andy
Shallal ran for mayor of Washington DC in 2014 and continues to
strive to make DC a more livable city. 

Kazi Mannan has been profiled by the BBC and other news media
for his commitment to the DC homeless. He grew up in a village in
Pakistan where his mother taught him empathy. His popular Sakina
Halal Grill is a stone's throw away from the White House, yet he
realized homelessness was rampant. He treats the homeless equally
as his customers - making room for everyone at the table - and offers
tens of thousands of delicious meals from year to year.

Social Enterprise / Social Impact



 
 

Saturday 2-3pm | Eaton Workshop 4F Hall   

Speakers:    Gelek Badheytsang, Toronto
                    Sangmota, New York
Moderator:   Dr Losang Rabgey
Discussant: Tashi Chogyal
                                
Recent gender-based violence in Tibetan society has raised the issue of gender hierarchy
and abuse, and the systems that perpetuate them. This featured panel examines the
construction of Tibetan masculinities and the conditions that give rise to gender violence. In
2019 Machik convened the first ever Tibetan healthy masculinity training program in New
York. This panel seeks to open a space for collective public reflection on cultural norms
and practices of Tibetan masculinities and gendered subordination.

TIBETAN MASCULINITIES:TIBETAN MASCULINITIES:
RETHINKING GENDERRETHINKING GENDER

Concurrent Sessions

Featured Panel

Creativity Parenting in diaspora

Food Sovereignty TIbetan HEaling in 
Changing Times

Moderator: Tara Langri
Sheldon Scott
Rigzin Taring
Dawa Samphel 
Tenor Sharlho [zoom]
Yangdon Namgyal Bhutia [zoom]
Discussant: Kim Kaston 

Organizer: Phuntsok Dolma
Tsering Dolker Rabgey, MSC
Tsering Choedon
[Session in Tibetan language]

Organizer: Rebecca Parry
Patti Chang, Feed the Hunger
Foundation [zoom]
Dorjee Dolma
Common Good City Farm

Session Leader: Dr. Yangbum Gyal
Pencho Rabgey, MSC
GesheTenley, Kurukulla Buddhist
Center, Boston [zoom]



Machik Spirit Night 

By popular demand, we are bringing back Machik Spirit Night!
After a round of gorshay in Franklin Park, join us for a dinner
prepared by members of the local DC Tibetan community,
followed by dance, poetry and live music -- contemporary
bluegrass and Tibetan rap straight from Lhasa!

Saturday 6.30-10pm
Eaton Workshop

With the support of Eaton House, we have created a retrospective exhibit of
contemporary Tibetan artists who have been integral to Machik's programs over
the past years, featuring the trailblazing Pekar Monsal and Gongkar Gyatso. Be
sure to visit the exhibit at the Eaton Hotel living room (off the lobby, on the way
to the pocket bar Allegory -- don't forget to checkout the amazing mural of Ruby
Bridges in Wonderland too!) and other Tibetan art displayed onsite at Machik
Weekend.



 10-11am       New Media Ecologies
                      Lukaryak, Founder of Khawai Langtso (Snowland Youth)
                      Discussants: Tenzin Khaying, Samtso Kyi, Dr Lauran Hartley
                      Moderator: Dr Tashi Rabgey

 11-12am       Urban Archaeology
                      Gesang Yangla / Tsedron / Tenzin 
                      Moderator: Norpu Droma
                      Discussant: Tsering Choedron, Chemi Dolker Lama, 
                      Tenzin Yangkey

12-12:30pm   Vegetarian Lunch

12:30-2pm     Practicum | Planet Word   
                      Orientation and interactive exhibit
             
                      Reflection Panel: The Power of Language
                      Dr. Yangbum Gyal
                      Tara Langri
                      Sophie Hutter
                      Tsephel Tayap
                      Deden Choezom
                      Tenzin Dolma Gyalpo
                      Yumtso Bum
                      Tenzin Tsedup Lodroe

 2-4pm           Open Forum 
                      Chokey Tsering [video]
                      Dekila Chungyalpa [video]

                      Reflections Panel: Future Frontiers
                      Tenzin Sinon, Tenzin Sangmo, Tsering Dekyi, Zoe Waide, 
                      Bella Hutter

                      Closing + Dedication
                             

SUNDAY DAY 3
10am - 10pm EST  November 12, 2022
___________________________________________



Born and raised in Amdo, Lukaryak is a prolific cultural producer and
founder/director of Khawai Langtso (“Snowland Youth”), an initiative
that seeks to discover and document the emergence of new
directions and ideas among the next generation in Tibet. The work of
Khawai Langtso encompasses a thought-provoking journal series as
well as a unique lecture series on Tibetan women’s empowerment.
They have published 8 books featuring the diverse work of 100+
Tibetan youth as well as launched 74 videos of Tibetan women. The
Power of Contemporary Tibetan Women has become an influential
“video column” in the media ecology of contemporary Tibet.

Featured Presentation:

New Media Ecologies: 
Khawai Langtso
Sunday at 10-11am
Livestreamed from Tsongon (Xining)

Presentation by Lukaryak, Tibetan cultural producer and
founder of Khawai Langtso
Commentators: Tenzin Khaying / Samtso Kyi / Dr. Lauran Hartley
Moderator: Dr. Tashi Rabgey



Featured Presentation:

URBAN ARCHAEOLOGY: 
EXCAVATING PLACE NAMES in Lhasa

Moderator: Norpu Dolma
Discussants: Tsering Choedon / Chemi Dolker Lama / Tenzin Yangkey 

Presentation by Gesang Yangla / Tsedron / Tenzin 

Sunday 11am-12pm
Livestreamed from Lhasa, Tibet

Gesang Yangla is founder of Sweet Teahouse Art Festival in Lhasa and our
amazing keynote speaker of Machik Weekend in 2021. This past year, together
with her copresenters Tsedron and Tenzin, she launched the Urban
Archaeology Project, an initiative that traces urban memory in the city of Lhasa
and excavates an ancient and modern record of "previous and present lives."  

"There are many ways to get to know a city," says Gesang Yangla. With their
urban archaeology project, the team led tours on foot not only to recapture the
forgotten and the discarded, but also to pay attention to urban renewal, population
migration and the art and cultural resurgence hidden in the "city's wrinkles." 

One of the outcomes of this project was the staging of Nostalgia, an exhibit that
explored contemporary geospatial concepts and shone a light on ancient and
traditional Tibetan place names as excavated from Tibetan operas and folk songs.
Their thought-provoking exhibit of original Tibetan toponyms was displayed in the
gardens of Norbulingka in Lhasa this year. 



Practicum PLANET WORD
Sunday, November 13th at 12.30-2pm

On Sunday, we will be heading to Planet Word -- a museum dedicated to the
power of words and the miracle of languages. After an onsite orientation, we'll
have time for individual exploration of the interactive exhibits before convening
in the main auditorium for a reflection roundtable led by designated panelists.
The question for our open forum: what could a facility dedicated to the
protection and resilience of the Tibetan language look like? In your local
community? In India or in Tibet? 

Dr Tenzin Choephel is an aerospace engineer and cofounder of Tsenrig, a
Tibetan scientific society. He has also been an outstanding workshop leader at
many Machik Weekends, bringing science to life and positive energy into our open
forums. But it turns out Tenzin Choephel is also an artist. And since he couldn't
participate this year, he has donated his art designs to raise money for Machik
Weekend.  

"Back when I was in school I used to draw quite a lot...I chose to focus on
creating products for the Tibetan market that blends the modern and the
traditional, something that hopefully brings smiles on the faces of both the
older and the newer generations of Tibetans."

We're grateful for this Machik Weekender's ongoing support of our mission and
work, including the donation of cards and envelopes (on sale at Machik Weekend!).

Grateful to this Machik Weekender!



THIS WE BELIEVE

In these uncertain times, there is an urgent need to redefine the
collective task that lies ahead. Any meaningful change for Tibet will
require a collective response from the heart -- one that transcends
differences of language, culture, region, ethnicity, religion, history and
education. The challenges of our times can only be solved by working in
solidarity and partnership across political, cultural and linguistic divides.
Where there is mistrust and resentment, we must work to bring
confidence and understanding. Where there is despair and desperation,
we must work to inspire hope and empowerment. Where there is
cynicism and hostility, we must build faith in the possibility of creating a
shared stake in transformative change. And as we seek to breach the
gap between the promise of our ideals and the reality of our time, we
must find the courage to cross uncharted terrain as we re-envision our
broken world as one animated by an abiding human love.

Charter for Engagement

 

We live in uncertain times. As the new millennium unfolds, we find
ourselves caught in the tired politics of the past while our Tibetan
sisters and brothers on the plateau bear the burden of marginalization
and dispossession. Yet in this moment of political exhaustion,
something new is stirring. Guided by a social vision that places
unyielding faith in the promise and decency of humanity, a collective
desire to seek new pathways toward meaningful and transformative
change is now awakening. The change we seek requires a new
political and moral imagination -- one that trusts in humanity’s potential
to embrace a politics of love over a politics of fear.

THIS WE KNOW



The Charter for Engagement in the Future of Tibet was written as a petition by
Dr. Tashi Rabgey in the aftermath of the Tibetan uprising in 2008. 

in the Future of Tibet                         

THIS WE RESOLVE
Engagement. As Tibet approaches a new threshold, we commit ourselves
to engaging directly with the challenges facing Tibetans on the plateau--
challenges such as that of language and cultural loss, economic
marginalization, resource distribution, and land management and the
delivery of quality education, healthcare and other social services.

Solidarity. We commit ourselves to this direct engagement as an act of love
and solidarity with Tibetans in Tibet. We know the wrongs of the past, but
we choose to look to the future--the future of those who make their lives on
the Tibetan plateau and the future their children will inherit.

Nonviolence. Our commitment to engagement is firmly rooted in the
principle of nonviolence. Knowing that all life is interdependent and that we
are caught in a web of mutuality, we are determined to become the change
we seek by finding pathways to social change that value and respect every
human life. 

Building New Capacity. As we seek to engage directly in helping build the
future of Tibet, our priority should be to invest in Tibetans themselves. By
creating new opportunities for building capacity, knowledge and experience,
we will empower a new generation of Tibetans to develop the skills and
competence necessary to steward their communities into the future.

Building a New Consensus. In embracing the principle of engagement, we
commit ourselves to forging a new consensus on the future of Tibet. We will
gather and form a new global community around this consensus--one that
includes citizens of China as that of the world--and through these
partnerships, synergies and new bonds of trust, we will find our best hope
for meaningful, transformative change for Tibet.





Borrowed from a poem by the 6th Dalai Lama, the
White Crane is a symbol of an auspicious return to
Tibet. The work of Machik is dedicated to the idea of
creating new pathways to Tibet by bridging divides,
building understanding and fostering civic
engagement with Tibetan educators,
conservationists, entrepreneurs, social innovators,
artists and cultural creators inside Tibet.  

The White Crane Circle was inspired by the
commitment of a few young Tibetans in exile
who felt so passionate about the work of
Machik, they decided to personally contribute to
Machik on a monthly basis.  

With a sustaining gift of $10 a month or more, you
can become part of the White Crane Circle and join
the ongoing effort to build a global community
dedicated to Tibet’s future. 

Signup or pledge to become a White Crane today at Machik Weekend!

JOIN THE WHITE CRANE CIRCLE

GIVE YOUR TIME
Intern or volunteer in Washington DC or
remotely. Graphic designers, video
editors, translators and creative people
always needed!

PLEDGE YOUR BIRTHDAY
Dedicate your birthday to support
Machik's work. 

MACHIK COMMUNITY SCREENING
Host a screening in your community
featuring films by Tibetans from Tibet
with discussions led by a Machik team
member.

HOST/JOIN MACHIK KHABDA
Organize or participate in your local
Khabda, a global conversation about
cultural change in contemporary Tibet.

DONATE
Give monthly with the White Crane Circle,
starting at $10/month, to support civic
engagement, social innovation and
gender equity programs for Tibet.

BRING YOUR FRIENDS TO MACHIK
WEEKEND TOO! See you next year!

HOW You can GET INVOLVED



Co-Chairs: Tenzin Dolma & Norpu Drolma
Curators: Drs. Losang & Tashi Rabgey 
AV Coordinators: Kalden Namgyal & Nori Latif
Video Editors: Tenzin Chokki, Drukyi, Tenzin Khaying, Norzin Lhadon, Shiwa Yangzom
Emcees: Tenzin Khaying & Tenzin Dawa Samphel
Design & Set-up Coordinator: Losang Nyima
Facilitators Coordinator: Patrick Hamilton  & Martha Miller
Food Coordinator: Shaokyi Amdo
Multimedia Coordinator: Tenzin Dawa Samphel
Graphics Coordinator: Tara Langri
Green Team Co-coordinators: Tenzin Sangmo, Tenzin Yangkey
Health Coordinators: Tashi Dolma,  Dr Julia Hutter, Tsering Wangmo
Merchandise Coordinator: Alex Foote 
Outreach & Ticket Sales Coordinators: Tenzin Chokki, Shiwa Yangzom
Photography Team: Kirth Bobb & Stephanie Butler
Rapporteurs: Alex Foote, Unyong Kim,Tara Langri, Tenzin Nordon
Registration Coordinators: Kim Kaston, Tenzin Nordon
Stage Manager: Kim Kaston
Spirit Night Coordinator: Chemi Dolker Lama  
Translations Coordinators: Dolkar Tso, Jamyang Tenzin
Ushers Coordinator: Caitlyn Hayes
Virtual Platform Coordinators: Nori Latif, Rebecca Parry
Zoom Manager: Tenzin Dolma Gyalpo
 

MACHIK Weekend 2022
Planning Committee

 Machik Weekend is organized by a planning committee of amazing volunteers! 
Thank you to all below who brought this year's MW16 to life!

To learn how you can get involved in organizing Machik Weekend in 2023,
contact us at info@machikweekend.com



Special gratitude to Eaton House for hosting Machik Weekend
2022 at their DC Workshop. Their generosity in providing space
made every difference to our ability to convene this event this year.
The mission of the Eaton House is to transform hospitality into a
force for creativity and social and environmental impact.The Eaton
House is driven by a vision of a kinder world which provides
optimal conditions for people and communities to be fulfilled. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

We are sincerely grateful this year to the support of Heather Henson, Barbara
Kelley, Dr. Tenzin Choephel and Kim Kaston for helping us meet our costs. A
very special thanks to Phuntsok Dolma, Shaokyi Amdo & her family and
members of the DC Tibetan community for providing meals for the weekend.

Machik Weekend is powered by volunteers.
This event would not exist without all of your support. Thank you!


